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Optical analog signal processing has been gaining significant attention as a way to 

overcome speed and energy limitations of digital techniques. Metasurfaces offer a 

promising avenue towards this goal, due to their efficient manipulation of optical signals 

over deeply subwavelength volumes. To date, metasurfaces have been proposed to 

transform signals in the spatial domain, e.g., for beam steering, focusing or holography, for 

which angular-dependent responses, or nonlocality, are unwanted features that must be 

avoided or mitigated. Here, we show that the metasurface nonlocality can be engineered to 

enable signal manipulation in the momentum domain over an ultrathin platform. We 

explore nonlocal metasurfaces performing basic mathematical operations, paving the way 
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towards fast and power efficient ultrathin devices for edge detection and optical image 

processing. 

As large-scale image processing becomes important in many technological areas, the 

demand for integrated, faster and more efficient devices that can manipulate optical signals and 

images becomes more and more relevant. Currently, image processing is predominantly 

performed in the digital domain via integrated circuits, or in an analog fashion through bulky 

optical components [1]-[3]. The first approach offers great versatility in the operations that can 

be performed, but it suffers from microelectronic limitations regarding operational speed and 

power consumption, which grow rapidly with the size of the images to be processed. The second 

approach can overcome these limitations, however at the expense of a significantly larger size, 

which is unattractive in modern optical systems. 

In another context, metasurfaces have been explored to efficiently manipulate the optical 

wavefront in the spatial domain over deeply subwavelength thicknesses [4]-[18], with the goal of 

imprinting a profile of choice to the impinging optical wave. Metasurfaces for beam steering, 

anomalous reflection and refraction, holography, light trapping and focusing have been recently 

developed, opening a successful route towards replacing bulky and complex optical components 

with ultrathin devices. In the following, we explore the use of metasurfaces to perform optical 

analog computing, manipulating the impinging optical wavefront in momentum space, rather 

than in the spatial domain. 

Computing metasurfaces may combine the small size of digital systems with the high 

speed and near-zero power consumption of conventional optical components. A few proposals of 

engineered compact optical structures realizing Fourier optical processing have been recently put 
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forward [19]-[30]. A relevant example employed multilayered metamaterials [23], showing the 

possibility of performing linear mathematical operations over a footprint comparable to the 

wavelength, but at the cost of complex requirements on materials and fabrication. Another 

approach [26] was based on the excitation of surface plasmon polaritons at the interface between 

a dielectric prism and a plasmonic material. Interesting for its simplicity, this approach is 

however limited to differentiation in reflection mode, and it works for obliquely incident waves 

of narrow spatial spectrum and with limited efficiency, as it operates around the reflection zero 

associated with the plasmon resonance. Ref. [25] expanded this idea, proposing analog signal 

processing in transmission mode for normally incident signals based on suitably engineered 

photonic crystals, however, limited to the second derivative operation, and with similar 

limitations for efficiency and angular aperture, implying limitations on the overall achievable 

spatial resolution. All these approaches still require volumetric interaction with light, which 

limits the size of the metamaterial to the wavelength of operation. 

In the following, we propose a new approach to impart linear mathematical operations on 

the impinging wavefront, based on nonlocal metasurfaces in transmission mode, providing large 

resolution and efficiency. By introducing a slow periodic spatial modulation over the 

metasurface profile, we significantly boost its nonlocal response, and through appropriate 

selection of the modulation parameters we can realize different types of mathematical operations. 

Here, to prove the principle, we use a basic sinusoidal modulation, adequate to realize basic 

operations, such as differentiation or integration. More sophisticated modulation profiles provide 

more degrees of freedom to engineer the nonlocal response, and therefore may allow the 

realization of complex mathematical operation with high accuracy. We demonstrate this concept 

for first- and second derivative and integration via a metasurface based on split-ring resonators, 
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but similar responses can be obtained with other metasurfaces, such as based on dielectric 

resonators, which may be suitable for optical frequencies. Our results pave the way towards the 

realization of efficient analog signal processing devices for edge detection and image processing 

operations [31],[32]. 

Consider a metasurface consisting of a periodic array of resonant particles in the xy-

plane, as in Fig. 1a, here formed by split-ring resonators (SRRs) parallel to the xz-plane 

(magnetic dipole moment parallel to the y-axis) [33]. Other forms of resonant particles, such as 

dielectric resonators at optical frequencies, may yield similar results. Such a metasurface exhibits 

a transmission stopband at its resonance frequency 0f  for transverse magnetic (TM) waves 

propagating parallel to the xz-plane. As the incidence angle θ  increases from 0 to 90 deg (θ  is 

measured with respect to the z-axis), the resonance frequency remains the same, while the 

bandwidth scales by a factor proportional to 1 cosθ  [34], as shown in Fig. 1b, which plots the 

transmission versus frequency and incidence angle. This nonlocal response results from the 

scaling of the transverse wave impedance of incident, reflected and transmitted waves versus the 

incident angle, and it is typically an undesired feature for metasurfaces and antenna arrays. This 

weak form of nonlocality, on its own, is not suitable for the purpose of analog signal processing, 

since a significant change in transmission is possible only around the grazing direction. Given 

that optical images impinging from the far-field have typically a spectral content focused over a 

narrow angular range within the normal direction, such a metasurface would require a complex 

lens system with a large magnification ratio, which may be bulky and challenging to design. 

This problem can be overcome if we introduce a periodic modulation, such as a 

permittivity modulation in the SRR gaps [ ]1 cos(2 )n c nam pε ε π= + , where nε  is the 
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permittivity in the n-th SRR gap, cε  is the average permittivity, m  is the modulation amplitude, 

p  is the modulation period and a  is the distance between neighboring SRRs. Other forms of 

modulation, like changing the SRR size, which may be easier to achieve in practice, can lead to 

similar results [36]. Such a metasurface supports leaky-wave resonances, resulting from coupling 

of the incident waves to a surface mode along the metasurface [33]. The interference of these 

waves with the metasurface resonance results in a Fano response, as shown in Fig. 1c. For a 

given incident angle θ , the resonance frequency is determined by the frequency of the surface 

wave with wavenumber 0 sin mk kθ + , where 2mk pπ=  is the modulation wavenumber. This 

results in a strong variation of the resonance frequency with the incidence angle, following the 

dispersion of the surface mode. This property can be seen in Fig. 1d. 

This strong nonlocal response can be used to realize different mathematical operations. 

For example, if the operation frequency is aligned with the transmission zero of the Fano 

resonance at normal incidence, due to the strong dispersion of the leaky mode associated with 

this resonance, the metasurface will exhibit a transmission coefficient that changes rapidly as we 

increase the incidence angle. This property can be seen in Fig. 2a, in which the transmission 

changes from zero at normal incidence to unity at an incidence angle of 39 deg. This metasurface 

can be readily used to implement the second derivative 2 2d dxα−  on the impinging wavefront, 

or 2( )x xT k kα= −  in the spectral domain, where α  is a constant. Fig. 2a compares the actual 

response of the metasurface with an ideal second-derivative response, showing very good 

agreement for incident angles smaller than 39 deg. This angle essentially provides the maximum 

spatial resolution of incident signals that can be processed by the metasurface, since finer details 

correspond to larger transverse wave numbers. Interestingly, by design we can tune the angle of 
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unitary transmission, and therefore the resolution of the metasurface and the high-k spectral 

features that we like to enhance, to any value of interest by simply engineering the geometrical 

parameters of the metasurface [36].  

We stress that the response described above is the optimal response achievable with 

passive metasurfaces, for which transmission is restricted to values smaller than unity. Although 

ideally we would like α  to be as large as possible, ensuring maximum edge enhancement, the 

fact that ( ) 1xT k ≤  means that α  is restricted to values smaller than 2
,1 x maxk , where ,x maxk  is the 

cutoff wavenumber of the input signal. By selecting ,( ) 1x maxT k = , as in the metasurface of Fig. 

2, we achieve the maximum possible α , and therefore the maximum possible efficiency for the 

second derivative operation. This should be contrasted with earlier approaches to analog 

computing, in which typically the transmission at the angle of maximum resolution is 

significantly smaller than unity, and this angle is also typically very small, drastically limiting 

the intensity of the output signal and the overall efficiency and resolution of image processing. 

Figs. 2b-c show the effect of the metasurface described above on different 1D input 

signals, representing the incident magnetic field. The first one is a combination of rectangular 

functions, ramps, and a parabola in the transverse x-direction, as in Fig. 2b. The vertical 

discontinuities are assumed to occur within a finite distance, whose inverse approximately 

determines ,x maxk . In our case, we chose this distance to be 0.78λ, where λ is the operation 

wavelength, in order for the spectral width to be approximately the same as the one of the 

metasurface. Upon transmission through the metasurface, linear segments are filtered out, 

parabolic segments are converted to flat ones, changes in the slope are transformed to delta-like 

functions and vertical jumps are transformed to pairs of delta-like functions pointing in opposite 
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directions (the flat segments resulting from the parabolic ones are hard to see, because they are 

obscured by the delta functions). This is exactly the response expected from a second derivative 

operation, which is also presented in Fig. 2b, for the same cutoff angle as the metasurface. Fig. 

2c shows the effect of the metasurface on a sinusoidal signal. The output signal has the same 

form as the input (i.e., a sine/cosine function is transformed to a sine/cosine function), as 

expected from an ideal second derivative operation, also shown in the same figure. 

Another important mathematical operation that in contrast to the second derivative has 

been less explored in the literature is the first derivative d dxα , which in the spectral domain 

has a transfer function ( )x xT k i kα= , where α  is a constant. The fundamental reason why there 

has been less work on this arguably more basic operation is that it requires a transfer function 

with odd phase response with respect to the transverse wavenumber xk . Obviously, such a 

response requires breaking the mirror symmetry with respect to the x-axis. Interestingly, 

however, mirror symmetry breaking is not enough, because of reciprocity. For example, consider 

a metasurface that is asymmetric with respect to the x-axis, but symmetric with respect to the z-

axis, as in Fig. 3a. Reciprocity requires that transmission from direction 4 to 1, 4 1T → , is the same 

as transmission from direction 1 to 4, 1 4T → . If we now perform a mirror operation with respect to 

the z-axis, because of symmetry around z we find that 12 43T T→ →= . Combining this condition 

with the one derived from reciprocity, we find 42 3 1T T→ →= . 1 4T →  and 32T →  are the transmission 

coefficients for opposite xk , showing that ( ) ( )x xT k T k− = . It follows that, in order to implement 

an asymmetric ( )xT k  versus xk , as required in the first-derivative operation, it is necessary to 

break both vertical and horizontal symmetry.  
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Based on the above remarks, we have modified the split-ring metasurface by adding a 

horizontally misplaced array of metallic wires parallel to the x-axis on one side of the SRR array, 

as in Fig. 3b, which allows breaking both horizontal and vertical symmetries at the same time. 

Controlling the unit cell geometry, we can achieve a response that approximates the first 

derivative operation, with a phase jump at 0xk = , as shown in Fig. 3c. The deviations from the 

ideal response for larger xk  are due to the existence of higher order terms ( 2 3, ,x xk k … ) in the 

series expansion of ( )xT k  versus xk , which cannot be cancelled with a simple periodic 

modulation and become more important as xk  increases. These terms can be rejected using more 

sophisticated modulation profiles, providing more degrees of freedom than a simple sinusoidal 

profile. Figs. 3d and 3e present the output through the metasurface for the same input signals as 

in the case of the second derivative. We can see that vertical jumps in the signal lead to delta-like 

functions, linear segments are converted to constant values, parabolic segments result in linear 

ones, and sine functions are converted to cosine ones, exactly as expected from a first derivative 

operation. The results are in very good agreement with the ideal first derivative response with the 

same cutoff angle, which is also presented in the same figure. 

The metasurfaces presented so far can perform 1D operations. In order to extend these 

functionalities to 2D, we designed metasurfaces with a rotationally symmetric response. The 

simplest case consists in combining two identical 1D-operation metasurfaces rotated by 90 deg 

with respect to each other, as in Fig. 4a. Such a metasurface has a 90 deg rotational symmetry, 

and is expected to provide an identical second-derivative response for TM polarized waves along 

the x- and y-axes. This can be seen in Fig. 4b, which presents the transmission coefficient for TM 

waves versus θ  (the elevation angle with respect to the z-axis) and ϕ  (the azimuthal angle with 
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respect to the x-axis). Although the response is not azimuthally symmetric, as for an ideal 

Laplacian operator 2 2 2 2x y+∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ , which is the rigorous extension of the second derivative to 

2D, as it will become clear in the following, this fact has in practice a negligible effect on the 

quality of the output images and the ability to perform edge detection. 

Figs. 4c-f show the output from the metasurface and the ideal Laplacian operator with the 

same cutoff angle as the metasurface for an input 2D image with the initials of one of our 

institutions under illumination from the normal direction with x-polarized waves or unpolarized 

light. Details about how these results are derived are provided in [36]. For x-polarized 

illumination, the metasurface allows detection along the x-axis but not along the y one, due to the 

fact that according to design it performs edge detection only for TM waves, while the spectral 

components of the image associated with the edges along the y-axis have a pure TE polarization. 

The situation is reversed for y-polarized illumination (results for this case are provided in [36]). 

In this case, it is possible to detect edges along the y-axis but not along the x. This problem does 

not exist with an ideal Laplacian operator, which operates the same way on both TE and TM 

polarizations. However, if we use unpolarized light for the illumination of the image, as is the 

case in many realistic scenarios, we can detect well all edges, since in this case the incident light 

contains both orthogonal polarizations, which, as explained above, allow edge detection along 

orthogonal directions. This result is important from a practical perspective, as it shows that a 

perfectly azimuthally symmetric response, which is possible only over a region close to the 

normal direction, where the transmission and consequently the efficiency are small [25], may not 

be necessarily required in practice. 
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To conclude, we have shown how spatially modulated metasurfaces with appropriately 

engineered nonlocal response can be used to perform different types of mathematical operations 

on optical signals. We have demonstrated this for the 1D case of first and second derivative 

operations and in 2D for second derivative operations. Similar metasurfaces can also be used to 

achieve other linear operations, such as integration and image blurring, as discussed in [36]. In 

the examples provided in this paper, we have used a simple sinusoidal modulation, which 

imposes limitations on the complexity of the mathematical operations that can be performed. 

More sophisticated modulation profiles offer more degrees of freedom, which we are exploring 

at present. Our results have applications in analog image processing, particularly edge detection, 

as well as in the recently introduced concept of analog optical computation networks [23],[37]-

[38].  
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Fig. 1. Nonlocal metasurface. (a) Schematic showing an array of split-ring resonators parallel to 

the xz-plane. The metasurface is excited by TM polarized waves propagating on the xz-plane. (b) 

Transmission versus frequency and incident angle when all the SRRs in the metasurface are 

identical. (c) Transmission versus frequency for different incident angles when the SRRs are 

sinusoidally modulated in space parallel to the x-axis. The modulation is applied to the 

permittivity of the dielectric material in the SRR gaps. (d) Transmission versus frequency and 

incident angle for the same metasurface as in panel (c). The geometrical parameters are provided 

in [36].  
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Fig. 2. Second derivative operation. (a) Transmission versus incident angle for the metasurface 

in Fig. 1c-d, for 00.91f f=  (red dashed line in Fig. 1d). We also present the response for an 

ideal second derivative operation. The reference plane for the metasurface transmission is 

selected at a distance that leads to a 180 deg transmission phase at normal incidence. (b) Output 

of an ideal second derivative operation and of the metasurface when the top panel signal is 

applied as input. For the ideal response, we consider a cutoff angle of 39 deg (angle of unitary 

transmission for the metasurface). Here, we have discretized the input signal with a pixel size of 

0.79λ, assumed to be the distance over which the vertical jumps occur. (c) Same as in panel (b) 

but for a different input signal. The parameters used to obtain these results are provided in [36].  
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Fig.3. First derivative operation. (a) Limitations on the response of a metasurface with mirror 

symmetry with respect to the x-axis, imposed by reciprocity. (b) Metasurface with broken x- and 

z-symmetry to obtain an asymmetric response with respect to positive and negative xk , as 

required in order to implement a first derivative operation. (c) Transmission versus incidence 

angle for the metasurface in panel (b) and for an ideal first derivative operation. The reference 

plane for transmission is selected at a distance that leads to a 0 deg transmission phase at normal 

incidence. (d) Output of an ideal first derivative operation and of the metasurface when we apply 

the signal at the top panel as an input. For the ideal response, we consider a cutoff angle equal to 

56 deg (angle of unitary transmission for the metasurface). The input signal is discretized with a 

pixel size of 0.60λ. (e) Same as in panel (d) but for a different input signal. The parameters used 

to obtain these results are provided in [36]. 
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Fig. 4. Two-dimensional second derivative operation. (a) Metasurface with a 90 deg rotational 

symmetry to implement second derivative in 2D. (b) Transmission versus elevation and 

azimuthal angles θ  and ϕ , respectively. (c) Image used to test the response of the metasurface at 

f = 0.98f0, where f0 is the resonance frequency of the unmodulated metasurface. For the 

calculation of these results, we have discretized the input signal with a pixel size of 0.86λ in each 

direction. (d) Output of an ideal Laplacian operation for the input image in panel (c) and 

illumination with an x-polarized wave from the normal direction. (e) Similar to panel (d) but for 

the metasurface in panel (a). (f) Similar to panel (e), but for illumination with unpolarized light 

from the normal direction. The parameters used to obtain these results are provided in [36]. 

 


